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DISCHARGE YOUR LOAD SAFELY!!!
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Harsh are a proud supplier
and installer of the market
leading Quicksilver Bodyliner.
Quicksilver Bodyliner is
designed for both rigids and
trailers covering your tipper
body floor and lower sides in
one easy fit piece.  It offers
the highest ever resistance to
internal abrasion, whatever
the load you are carrying. It not only helps prevent loads from
sticking, but also allows discharge at lower tipping angles – a benefit
that significantly enhances vehicle stability.
Manufactured using a unique, industrial strength plastic developed
exclusively for lining tipper trucks.  The Quicksilver liner is much
lighter than aluminium, with the resulting savings in both cost and
weight.  This leads to higher residual values when coming to sell the
trucks on.

Problems with Safety when tipping?
Poor release when tipping?

How much does your driver carry back?
Not getting paid for full load discharge?
Drivers shunting on site to release load?
Floors not lasting as long as expected?

Protect your floor and increase resale value
Protect your investment.

Quicksilver Bodyliners
BENEFITS

10mm or 12mm thickness options
Eliminates sticking loads
Repels moisture
Tips loads at lower angle
Build a lighter/less expensive body
Dramatically increased safety
Lower maintenance costs
Potential lower insurance costs
Durability
Less strain on ram, brakes, gears and reduced truck 
body distortion
Savings on time spent off the road for re-flooring or repairing

Why do I need Quicksilver?
For your profits! Quicksilver is nearly as slick as
a teflon® frying pan, you can haul more loads
per day, with less chance of a turnover.
Quicksilver outwears, yet weighs less than steel
and aluminium. More loads, less problems -
more profit.

Why choose Harsh-Quicksilver over other
liners?
Harsh Ltd has over 19 years industry experience
teamed with the largest manufacturer of
UHMW gives you the truck industry the best
lining solution available.

What type of plastic is Quicksilver?
A unique, industrial strength plastic developed
exclusively for lining tipper bodies- designed
specifically for superior slickness and wear
resistance.  

How much does Quicksilver weigh?
17' x 10' x ½"  weighs 211kg (465lb)
26' x 10' x ½"  weighs 321kg (706lb)
30' x 10' x ½" weighs 285kg (628lb)

Can I haul Tarmac or hot products with a
Quicksilver liner installed?
Yes! a ½" liner has been used to haul asphalt or
hot products up to 350ºF fitted with an
expansion plate.

Just Think!
To replace a worn floor properly requires
cutting, welding and weeks off the road.
With Quicksilver you get better wear resistance,
all the benefits listed overleaf and what's more
90% of installations can be completed within
just 1 day!

FLIP OVER


